
Apartment in Fuengirola
Fuengirola, Costa del Sol

From €315,000
Ref: SP4145191

Nestled within the thriving coastal haven of Torreblanca, a charming residential masterpiece emerges for those who
yearn for the quintessential Costa del Sol experience. This is not merely a development; it's an architectural ode to
the azure Mediterranean, a harmonious marriage of contemporary luxury and natural harmony. Behold, a gem in the
heart of Fuengirola, where modernity meets tradition, where every detail whispers of timeless elegance. Imagine a
residential sanctuary that mimics the grace of a seafaring vessel, offering unparalleled vistas that traverse the
horizon. The essence of the Mediterranean is woven into every fiber of this opulent canvas. Step into a world where
spacious living areas seamlessly embrace the dance of natural light, effortlessly blurring the line between i...
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Property Description

Location: Fuengirola, Costa del Sol, Spain

Nestled within the thriving coastal haven of Torreblanca, a charming residential masterpiece emerges
for those who yearn for the quintessential Costa del Sol experience. This is not merely a
development; it's an architectural ode to the azure Mediterranean, a harmonious marriage of
contemporary luxury and natural harmony.

Behold, a gem in the heart of Fuengirola, where modernity meets tradition, where every detail
whispers of timeless elegance. Imagine a residential sanctuary that mimics the grace of a seafaring
vessel, offering unparalleled vistas that traverse the horizon. The essence of the Mediterranean is
woven into every fiber of this opulent canvas.

Step into a world where spacious living areas seamlessly embrace the dance of natural light,
effortlessly blurring the line between indoors and out. The homes here are not just abodes; they are
sanctuaries of tranquility. Expansive terraces beckon you to witness the grandeur of the sun as it
kisses the sea at dawn and bids adieu in a blaze of colors at twilight.

But life here is more than just panoramic views; it's a celebration of the Mediterranean lifestyle. From
sun-soaked solariums to crystalline pools for both adults and children, lush gardens, and serene
resting spots, this residential enclave is a homage to holistic well-being. A communal lounge fosters
bonds and leisurely gatherings.

In a world attuned to sustainability, this development champions renewable energy. Solar power is
harnessed for domestic hot water, and the groundwork is laid for electric vehicle charging. It's not
just a home; it's a commitment to a greener future.

Discover the epitome of coastal living; welcome to Torreblanca, Fuengirola.
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Additional Info

For Sale Beds: 2 Baths: 2

Type: Apartment Area: 107 m2

Features: Covered Terrace,
Fitted Wardrobes, Private
Terrace, Satellite TV, Gym,

Storage Room, Utility Room,
Ensuite Bathroom, Double

Glazing, Basement

Setting: Close To Port / Close
To Shops / Close To Sea /
Close To Town / Close To

Schools / Close To Forest /
Close To Marina / Urbanisation

Orientation: South Condition: New Construction

Pool: Communal
Climate Control: Air

Conditioning / Hot A/C / Cold
A/C

Views: Sea / Mountain /
Panoramic

Furniture: Not Furnished Kitchen: Fully Fitted Garden: Communal

Security: Gated Complex Parking: Communal

Category: Holiday Homes /
Investment / Off Plan /
Contemporary / New

Development
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